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ABSTRACT. The restoration of Lorentz covariance in the continuum limit of 
strong coupling lattice QCD is shown to require the breakdown of the 1/N 
expansion, with the leading 1/N approximation becoming irrelevant in that 
limit. To leading order in 1/N Lorentz covariance can be restored only as 
an approximate long distance symmetry at a non conventional continuum limit 
with a non hermitian Hamiltonian. 

RESUMO. Mostra-se que a restauração da covariancia de Lorentz no limite con
tinuo de Cromodinãmica Quântica na iede, em aproximação de acoplamento forte, 
é incompatível com a expansão 1/N, o termo dominante em 1/N tornando-se irre
levante neste limite. A covariancia de Lorentz somt-nte poderá ser restaurada 
para tal termo dominante como uma simetria aproximada de longo al~ance num 
limite contínuo nao-convencíonal e com um Hamilton! ano nao-Hermitcano. 
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It has been known for some time that the 1/N expansion 

faces special difficulties when applied to gauge theories in 
c 

the lattice. Due to the De Wit - ' t Hooft anomaliesfl], the 

strong coupling 1/N expansion of pure gauge theories approximates 

only a fraction of all diagrams in the strong coupling expansion 

at finite N. Diagrams of order B n with n^N, where &=l/g2N, are 

not properly accounted for in the N=«° limit and therefore the 

1/N expansion eventually breaks down at large enough values of 

6 where those diagrams dominate[l, 2] . This renders the usual 

strong coupling 1/N expansion virtually useless to study the 

continuum limit of pure gauge theories which must be taken 

at e>°°. 

When fermions are introduced new possibilities arise 

To be specific, we consider Wilson's f ormulation[3j with one 

flavor. Now the theory is defined by two parameters, 3 and the 

hopping parameter K, and can be expanded in a double power 

series in 3 and K. The corresponding diagrams at finite N which 

are not accounted for in the 1/N expansion arise now at order 
nl "2 
3 K with nx+n2^N. Therefore, in the theory with fermions 

the validity of the 1/N expansion is no longer guaranteed 

small enough value of 3 since the expansion may eventually 

break down due to a large value of K. Yet, if we assume that 

at a given |J the expansion breaks down for K>K0, one can 

expect that as 3 decreases K0 will increase and with it the 

range of validity of the 1/N expansion will increase. On the 

other hand, being a two parameter theory, the continuum limit 

can now be studied at different values of 3. Moreover, setting 

aside questions concerning its possible phenomenological 
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significance, one is free to study the continuum limit at 8=0 

(ie. infinite coupling) provided a critical value of K exists 

there. At 0=0 the leading 1/N approximation to the hopping 

parameter expansion is given by a sum of planar diagrams 

without internal quark loops which can be computed exactlyJ3,5,7]. 

(Disconnected diagrams in the hopping parameter expansion are 
* 

of order one in N so they cannot generate non planar diagrams 

that survive at N=°°. Hence, the only non planar diagrams at 

N=» are those which arise from the strong coupling expansion[4] 

and they are absent at 8=0). Furthermore, the domain O<K<K0 

where the 1/N expansion may hold is expected to be maximized 

at 3=0. The continuum limit will be obtained at K+K . <-and 
crit 

the relevance of the 1/N expansion in that limit will depend 
on the relative value of Kn and K ... If K . <KA the 1/N 

u crit crit u 

expansion could be used to study the continuum limit, whereas 

if K0<K . it will break down, as in the pure gauge theory, 

before the continuum limit is reached. 

Here we show that if the finite N theory at e=0 is 

to have a well behaved continuum limit (which is made more 

precise below), then the 1/N expansion must necessarily break 

down at K0<K . . Moreover we show that, in order to restore 

Lorentz covariance, as one approaches the scaling limit the 

diagrams in the leading 1/N approximation must become irrelevant 

and have zero measure in the sum of all diagrams of the finite N 

theory. We consider also the continuum limit at a non conventional 

critical point where Lorentz covariance is restored as an 

approximate low energy symmetry within the 1/N expansion but 

at the expense of loosing an hermitian Hamiltonian. 
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We consider four dimensional U(N) lattice QCO with 

one flavor defined by Wilson's action(V|: 

S = - £{*(n)tMn)-K [[*(n)(l-Y )U (n)*(n+e ) 
n M

 v - V 

+ *(n+ep) (l+Yu)U^(n)*(n)]} (1) 

where the pure gauge part of the action has been omitted since 

it will play no role at 6=0. We are interested in the continuum 

limit of the meson propagators given by 

GAB(n) = Í < i ( n ) V ( B > * ( 0 ) V ( 0 ) > (2) 

where A and B are generic space time indices (for pseudoscalar, 

vector, etc) and -y. and yD the corresponding Dirac matrices. 
A D 

The hopping parameter expansion for G B can be evaluated in 

closed form to leading order in 1/N. To be self contained we 

briefly sketch the relevant steps in the calculation, and for 

the details the reader is referred to the literature[3,5,7-9]. 

The expansion in powers of K can be ordered as a sum over 

closed random walks which arise from the nearest neighbor 

couplings in eq.(l): each step in a walk in the +e or -e 

direction contributes a factor K(l-^ )U or K(l+> )U 

respectively. The external points contribute the matrices y. 

and yot and spin and color indices are contracted along the 

walk and traced. After the gauge group integrations are performed 

the walks are constrained to form colorless states at each link, 

which is achieved by either pairing the walk with itself(fig la,b) 

or with internal quark loops (fig lc). Is easy to show that the 

diagrams involving disconnected loops from the quark sea are of 



order 1/N whereas the non planar walks describing quark 

exchange are of order 1/N2. Hence, to leading order in 1/N 

the only diagrams that survive are those which describe the 

propagation of free point-like mesons (fig la). Extracting 

the powers of K and the contribution of the trivial walk when 

n=0, G„„(n) in (2) becomes 
AB 

GAB<n) = 6<n)tr(YAYB> + V K*' u ' tr ^ ( u ) (3) 

«o :0-»-ri 

where the sum extends over all nearest neighbor wetlks •* of 

length (wj>0 which go from 0 to n. The matrix Tagt^) has the 

matrices Y A and Y R at the external points and a factor (1+Y ) 

for each step of the walk in the ±e direction. Comparing the 

walks that contribute to G fi(n) with those contributing to 

G ~(n±e ) one arrives at a finite difference Schwinger-Dyson 
type equation. In momentum space, £ (ap) = £ e ^*n G „(n) 

A n A B 

where a is the lattice spacing, one obtains 

SAB(aP) = tr(yAYB) • K2lAAC(ap)í5CB(aP) . (4) 

The matrix A R D is block diagonal and these equations are easily 
AD 

decoupled. For the pseudoscalar and vector propagator one finds, 

up to a constant, 

cos ap - 4K2 

<T](ap) = 1-4K2 I * (5) 
M 1-4K2 cos ap and 

(l+4K2cos ap )-4K2 I(cos ap -O a p ) = 4K2 sin2 ap. 

1-4K?(cos ap +cos ap.) 

sin ap sin ap 
- <4K2)2 tí - — (6) 

1-4K2(cos ap +cos ap ) 
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At E L - 0 these become 

G"1(0) - (1-16K2) , and <T*(0) = (1-12K2)6 
55 M liv 

Hence, one obtains the known results 

K2 = 1/16 and K2 = 1/12 (7) 

for the critical values of K2 where a continuum limit can be 

obtained for G55 and G respectively. Since K^K 2 , one cannot 

choose a function K2=K2(a) so as to approach both critical 

values simultaneously as a>0. Therefore the continuum limits 

of G55 and G cannot coexist and the pseudoscalar and vector 

meson cannot be included simultaneously in the spectrum. (For 

N =2 the corresponding results for the n and p propagators are 

obtained replacing K2 by the product K K, and the situation 

remains the same). 

This result already signals the breakdown of the 1/N 

expansion but, being this as it may, within this approximation 

one is forced to analyze the continuum limit of each propagator 

independently. For the pseudoscalar case we set, at a-+0 , 

K2(a) = K£ + ep a
2 + ... * ~ 

Substituting in eq(5) one finds 

1- | ra2 a2 + ...J (8) 

lim G-1(ap)= p2 + m2 (9) 

a+o " 

where we have omitted a constant which is absorbed in an infinite 

wave function renormalization. Thus, following a Wick rotation, 

Lorentz covariance is restored in this case and m may be 

identified with the physical mass of the pseudoscalar meson. 

If we proceed in the same way for the vector meson propagator, 
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setting at a-*0 

K2(a) = K^ + eva
2 + 

we find from eq.(6), 

è t1-1 "i*2* ...] 

lim G~*(ap) = (p2+m£- | PJ)fi 
a-»-0 

- I P P 

(10) 

(11) 

where again an infinite wave function renormalization constant 

has been omitted. It is evident that in this case Lorentz 

covariance is not restored and consequently nu cannot be 

identified as a physical mass (Here nu. has been chosen so as 

to coincide with the mass spectrum calculations in ref|6|). 

Both the non covariance of G and the different 
MV 

values of K£ and K^ are indeed different aspects of the same 

problem in the 1/N expansion, and can be understood in terms 

of the diagrams contributing to leading order in 1/N. Consider 

first a walk contributing to G5s(n) in D dimensions at N-». 

The first or last step in the walk contributes a factor of the 

form (1+Y.)Y5(1Í\ ) = 2Y 5(1±Y ), so there is no preferred direction 
A A A 

and the 2D possibilities for the first or last step are treated 

symmetrically. However, in the case of G (n) the last step of 

a walk contributes a factor of the form 
( 1 + V\ ( 1 ± V = ^'Sv^V^V (12) 

which vanishes if A=p (the same holds for the first step with 

p«->v). Hence, in this case there is a preferred direction at 

each external point, determined by the indices p and v, and the 

walks at N=« only have 2(D-1) directions available when leaving 

the origin or arriving at the final point. Then, if we denote by 
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(o ) the class of all meson walks at N=» (ie. the walks considered 

in eq(3)), and by (u ) the subclass which contributes to the 

vector propagator, it follows that the relative number of N=» 

walks contributing to G (n) and G55(n) is of order 

U ( U V ) D-l 2 

— 5 - - <V> * 1 (13) 

V (w ) 

which, being purely geometrical, remains less than one in the 

continuum limit. Consequently, if (Au>°°) = (u>™)-(w") is the 

subclass of N=« walks excluded from G , in the continuum 

limit m 
V (Aw ) 

J- > 0 (14) 
w(« ) 

Thus the walks which are excluded from G make a finite 
u v 

contribution to G55 at a+0 and consequently, in order to reach 

the radius of convergence of the expansion in K for G 5 5 , K 

must approach a critical value which is smaller than that 

required for G . Indeed, the ratio in (13) is directly 

reflected in the ratio of the critical values of K | and K^ : 

when the calculations are done in D dimensions the result in 

eq(7) generalizes to 

KP = 4D ' *V = 4 (D-l) (15) 

s o K2 _ _Z_ K2 m (Notice that, as shown in eg(3)), the relevant 

hopping parameter for the N=« walks is K2 and not K).Furthermore, 

(Aw") is by definition the class of walks which carries the 

information concerning the preferred directions at the external 

points in G . Then, eq(14) guarantees that information is 

carried over to the continuum limit thus preventing the 

restoration of Lorentz covariance. Indeed, the non covariant 
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term in eq(ll) can be easily traced back through the calculation 

and shown to be produced precisely by the factor 6 in eq(12). 

From these arguments one could expect the situation 

to improve if Wilson's action is modified changing the factors 

(l±v ) in eq(l) to (r±y ) with r<l. Then (r+Y ) (r-y ) ? 0 so 

eq(12) is modified and the walks in (Au>v) make now a finite 

contribution to G . Yet, the explicit calculation of G55 and 

G with r<l, which proceeds along lines similar to those in 

ref £7] and we don't report here for brevity, shows that the 

previous results remain essentially unchanged. The relative 

values of K£ and K^ as well as the coefficient of the non 

covariant term in eq(ll) become r-dependent but there is no 

value of r for which K£ = K^ or for which Lorentz covariance 

is restored in G 

To argue for the breakdown of the 1/N expansion one 

has to rely on the theoretical prejudice that at finite N the 

3=0 theory has a well behaved continuum limit: all correlation 

functions are to exhibit critical behavior at the same K .. 
crit 

and Lorentz covariance is to be restored. But accepting this 

one can actually extend the previous arguments to compare the 

results at N=«» with the results for the finite N theory. Indeed, 

assume that the continuum limit of G55 at N=°° in £q(9) 

succeeds in extracting at least some information from the 

continuum limit of the finite N theory. More precisely, assume 

that at a+0 n (u)™)/u (u>) > 0, where v (w) is now the contribution 

to G 5 5 of all the random walks at finite N. (This is weaker 

than assuming the 1/N expansion valid at a'0, which would read 

u(u>) = p (u'") [1+1/N+.. .j) . Then it follows from eq{14) that 
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u (Aw )/u(ui) > 0 and the walks responsible for K^>K^ and the 

non covariance of G would again make a finite contribution 

at a+0, thus spoiling the continuum limit of the finite N 

theory. Therefore it must be y (u> )/p (u>) = 0 so the diagrams 

sumed to leading order in 1/N must have zero measure in the 

continuum limit of the finite N theory. Since at 8=0 this problem 

can arise only from the De Wit - 't Hooft anomalies and these 

cannot be removed perturbatively in 1/N[2~| , higher order 

corrections in 1/N will not modify these conclusions. Hence, 

if the continuum limit of the 3=0 theory with finite N is to 

be well behaved, close enough to that limit the 1/N expansion 

not only must fail but actually will contain virtually no 

information concerning the finite N theory. 

The 1/N expansion has been used recently by several 

authors, with a rather spectacular success, to study various 

aspects of the low energy structure of the theory at strong 

coupling [5""9Q . In particular, the meson mass spectrum computed 

to leading order in 1/N agrees within a few percent with the 

experimental values [6"j. Even though those calculations involve 

a finite lattice spacing and therefore are not necessarily in 

conflict with our results, in view of the conclusions stated 

above their phenomenological success is rather surprising and 

needs further understanding. 

It is interesting to notice that the relevance of 

the 1/N expansion may improve in the limit of a large number of 
CD CD 

dimensions. Indeed, at t>*m eqs(13)-(15) become w(u> )/y(w ) = 1, 

w (Au)")/ii(uC0) = 0 and K£ = K*. On the other hand although the 

coefficient of the non covariant term in eq(ll) is of order one 
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at D-»00, due to the large phase space at D=«> its contribution 

to any process is of order 1/D relative to that of the covariant 

piece so Lorentz covariance is effectively restored. Hence» 

recent approaches based on the D-*» limit [J9, id] may eventually 

overcome the limitations of the 1/N expansion. 

Our final comments refer to a different continuum limit 

of the theory. As opposed to the scalar case, the fermionic 

functional integral is well defined and convergent for arbitrary 

values of the nearest neighbor coupling K except at isolated 

points. Then, a result such as eq(4) for G.,,, which was derived 
Afc> 

for small K, can be used as an analytic continuation of G _ beyond AB 
the standard K .. to find other critical points where a crit 

continuum limit can be defined. In the case of G55 and G , 

besides the critical points in eg(7), an expansion of eqs(5) and 

(6) in powers of a reveals also the critical points 

K£2 = 1/4 , K^2 = 1/8 (15) 

(which are this time independent of the number of dimensions). 

Then, proceeding as before and substituting 

K2(a) = K£2 + ^ a2 + .... = |[l+ | m£2 a2 + ...] 

into eq(5) and 

K2(a) = K^2+ fiy. a2 + .. = 1/8[l+ \ m^2 a2+ ...J 

into eq(6), we find 
mF 2 1 

lin G^(ap) = -f- - I -3 J—± (16) 
a-0 - P ! - X p2 

and 
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lim G (ap) = -
a-0 MV 

*l 
K2* I 

l -
2V 

6uv <17> 

PyPv 

p2+p2 
I . W v 

2 m v 2 

where we have omitted wave function renormalization constants 

which in this case are finite. Hence, now Lorentz covariance 

is not restored in either propagator, and neither m' or mA are 

physical masses. Yet, for p2<<m'2or p2i<m'2 these become 

lim 655(ap) = - (p2+m'2) 
a-0 * 

and 

lim G~ (ap) - - [jp2+m,2)í -p p 1 
a-*0 V 

so Lorentz covariance is an approximate long distance symmetry 

of both propagators. Notice however that these last expressions 

have the wrong sign and thus violate the Osterwalder-Schrader 

positivity condition [ll]. In the canonical formalism this means 

that the continuum limits in eqs(16) and (17) are associated with 

non hermitian quantum Hamiltonians, and this is a consequence 

of having K' and KS. larger than the maximum allowed value for 

physical positivity [12] • In this; respect it should be noticed 

that in ref [l2] the bound K<l/6 is shown to be sufficient 

condition for positivity of the finite W theory. Since eqs(9) 

and (11) have the correct sign, eq(7) shows that, at least 

within the leading 1/N approximation, larger values of K are 

allowed at N=CB. 
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FIGURE CAPTION 

Fig.l - Meson random walks. Only (a) survives at N=-, 
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